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CARIBBEAN CITIZENSHIP PROGRAMS 
OFFER PLAN B FOR WORLD INVESTORS 

BY / ඐᑤՈ CHRISTOPHER WILLIS

T he opportunity to acquire a second citizenship via 
one of the five Caribbean citizenship-by-investment 
(CBI) programs is becoming increasingly popular and 

the concept more mainstream. The programs have many 
similarities but also their own unique differences.  

Among the best offerings is Grenada, which has a 
treaty program with United States allowing Grenada 
citizens to invest and operate a business to live in the 
United States, and also travel visa-free to China. ᭗ ᬦྲۦےၹ܄Բӻਹ׀ጱಭᩒᑏ࿆ᶱፓᘒ

឴ᒫԫ࿆لղጱտ᩼᩼کݑಭᩒՈጱཻ
ᬨ҅Ԟ᩼᩼౮ԅӞᐿԆၞ̶۠ᬯԶਹጱᶱ

ፓํᔄ֒ԏ॒҅Ԟํݱᛔጱᇙᅩ̶�

Ḓضᵱᥝ୩᧣ጱ᯿ᥝӞᅩฎ࿆ኩ᧗Ө࿆لኩ᧗ጱӧ̶ݶ
ᮎԶኩ᧗ᗦے̵೭य̵̵़។ᇌḘᘦ՜ᒵਹ

໒ᕑᬡᶱፓࣁռग़ྲۦےၹછᶱፓӾᚙ᷊ᘒݶ҅ڊᗦ
�ᑏ࿆ԏ᪠ๅԅᶲ̶ᔮᦏಭᩒՈጱᗦىᳵጱᕅ

�ቖಭᩒՈጱ॓ොໜقᶱፓńń࿆لၹછྲۦے

REGIONAL CENTERS
FOR SALE BY OWNERS

For inquiries, please contact:
info@eb5investors.com or 1.800.997.1228

BUYERS SEEKING CURRENTLY OPERATING 
REGIONAL CENTER BUSINESSES FOR SALE

欢迎电邮至info@eb5investors.com或致电1.800.997.1228垂询。

业主直销区域中心
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To start, it is important to emphasize the difference between 
residency and citizenship applications. For applicants who 
apply for residency, for example, in countries such as the 
United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Portugal and Malta, 
the intent is usually to spend some amount of time in these 
countries, possibly to have their children educated there. 
There is a general intent to follow a path which can lead to 
citizenship, assuming all conditions are met. A CBI program, 
however, is a direct route to citizenship that gives the privilege 
of acquiring a new passport. It is the passport — and the 
benefits of holding it — that are attractive and desirable to 
many private clients. 

࿆ᶱፓጱኩ᧗Ոय़ग़᮷๕ࣁᬯԶਹᳩᳵ؊ኸᦏৼ
ঀࣁᬯԶਹളݑරᙙ҅ӞᛱԞտᖅٌᑏ࿆ԏ᪠҅ፗک
឴࿆لղ̶֕ಭᩒ࿆لኩ᧗ฎӞӻ᭗ஃ࿆لղጱፗ
ᬡ᪠ᕚ҅ᚆड़ᦏኩ᧗Ոፗള឴ෛಷᆙ̶ԭஉग़ᐺՈਮ
ಁᘒ҅឴ෛಷᆙՁٌݑଃጱս۠ฎຄޕێ
եՈݻஃጱ̶�

ԭᮎԶ೮ํಷᆙڊᤈᅎၚํᴴጱӻՈ᧔҅ݐ࿆ل
ղጱս۠໒क़ด̶՜ժ᭗ଉᵱᥝ॓ٵᓋᦤኩ᧗҅ᘒฎ
᮱ׁᩢԭᶾḅᓋᦤ॒ቘᕮຎ̶՜ժஉᵙᬰقᓋᦤݐᚆވ
ᤈŉ᧔ᩳ੪ᩳጱᤈŊ҅ๅӧአ᧔ᒵஇᓋᦤᓋݎಷᆙӧࣁ
ᬟಅଃጱӧ̶ӧෙीےጱڊᤈᅎၚฎஉग़ಭᩒՈ
ೠྲۦےၹછಭᩒᑏ࿆ᶱፓጱԆᥝۖԏӞ҅ࢩԅᬯ
Զਹጱಷᆙᚆᕳ೮ํՈଃعᓋڊᤈ᩻ᬦ���ӻਹጱᅎ
ၚ҅۱ೡኩ໑̵܄̵ḕ̵ෛא̵࣠ےᗔේᴨ
ᘶݳᯆᳩ̶�

ইຎᵱᥝ᷇ᔺஃԭྲභఽጱਹ҅܄ᮎԍ೮ํ
ྲŉ֗᧣Ŋጱᓋᦤᤈጱհ꧊੪ڈดڊԧ̶ࣁຄᒒఘ٭
ӥ҅လӧᑞਧ٫ᑱஉݢᚆߥӞӻՈๅഘಷᆙጱᚆ
ᘒᒫԫಷᆙ෫ወᕳ೮ํՈଃԧਪᩃጱ॓ොໜ̶҅ێ
ᆐᘒ҅உग़Ոտܔᕍࢩԅ՜ժጱڊኞᘒڊࣁᤈӤ॒ԭە
۠҅឴ᒫԫ࿆࿆لղฎᥴ٬՜ժࢯहጱഠ᭔
ஆ̶ኩ᧗Ոᵱᥝᘍᡤጱٌ՜ࢩᔰᬮ۱ೡਞق̵රᙙտ
�ኞၚොୗ̶

“The Caribbean CBI programs 

have real estate offerings 

starting at $200,000 and, in 

some cases, that may be 

more attractive than just 

making a donation.”
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This benefit is of particular relevance to citizens of 
countries that have passports with limited  visa waiver 
agreements. As such, these citizens are used to having to 
apply for a visa and being at the mercy of a consulate for 
processing. This limits the ability to travel on short notice, 
not to mention the cost and inconvenience of being without 
your passport while the application is being considered. 
The increased mobility is a major consideration, as 
Caribbean passports allow visa-free travel to more than 
140 countries, which include the Schengen Area, the U.K., 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Russia and the UAE. 

There is also value with travelling on a less prominent 
passport if you travel regularly to sensitive parts of the 
world. In more extreme situations, political instability or 
conflict can impede one’s ability to renew a passport. 
Having a second passport provides a valuable Plan 
B. Unfortunately, certain people have an immediate 
disadvantage to others that’s purely a consequence of 
their country of birth. Obtaining a second residency and/
or citizenship provides a solution and an accessible 
alternative. Other factors that applicants consider are 
security, educational opportunities and lifestyle. 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?    
The price for the CBI programs begins at $100,000 U.S. 
dollars for a single person. The fees increase proportionally 
based on the size of the applicant’s family. Some programs 
offer better value for the money for a single applicant while 
others do so for larger families. When considering which 
program to choose, it is important to carefully examine 
the features of each offering and determine which is the 
best fit. A trusted and experienced investment migration 
consultant can assist with this process.  

Another important factor is to decide which qualifying 
option is best for the client: a contribution/donation or 
the purchase of real estate in an approved project. The 
Caribbean CBI programs have real estate offerings starting 
at $200,000 and, in some cases, that may be more attractive 
than just making a donation. Applicants should consider if 
they will use the property or if they wish to invest a bit more 
but be able to own a piece of the Caribbean and receive 
some returns. For those interested in having a connection 
to the U.S., the E-2 visa provides a path to those wanting to 
operate a business in the U.S. Grenada is the only Caribbean 
CBI country that is an E-2 treaty country.  

WHY GRENADA?     
Grenada, known as the Isle of Spice, is one of the most 
spectacular islands in the Caribbean. Grenada is a beautiful 
country of lush rainforests, numerous waterfalls and world-
renowned beaches. Grenada is a member of the Caribbean 
Community (CARICOM) and the Organization of Eastern 
Caribbean States (OECS). Citizens of Grenada enjoy visa-free 
travel to 143 destinations, including China. Grenada is the 
only Caribbean country with this privilege. 

ᲀᳯ᷌������
ᬯᔄᶱፓጱᲀ᩸հ��ӡᗦزҁܔӻኩ᧗Ո҂҅໑ഝਹꁿ
ᥢཛྷጱӧ҅ݶᩇአԞտᵋԏीᳩ̶ํጱᶱፓԭܔӻኩ᧗
Ոๅԅښᓒ҅ํጱࣁڞᩇአӤๅᭇݳՈහྲग़ጱਹꁿ̶
ᛔጱᇙݱᶱፓೠӤ҅ኩ᧗Ոଫᧆ՚ᕡᘍྯӻᶱፓࣁ
ᅩ҅ᬰᘒ٬ਧ๋ᭇݳ՜ժጱᶱፓ҅ᬯӞᅩᶋଉ᯿ᥝ̶Ӟ֖
ᦻਫ̵מݢᕪḵӿጱಭᩒᑏ࿆ᶶᳯԞᚆଆۗಭᩒՈਠ౮
ᬯӞ٬ᒽᬦᑕ̶�

ԾᨻԣཛྷୗᔰฎഓྃཛྷୗӨ಄ࢩӞӻᵱᥝై᯿ನೠጱݚ
ԏᳵጱೠ̶ྲۦےၹછ܄ಭᩒᑏ࿆ᶱፓӾጱ಄Ծ
ಭᩒොୗ᩸հ��ӡᗦ҅زፘԭഓྃොୗๅٍํޕ̶ێ
ኩ᧗Ոଫᧆᘍᡤ՜ժฎਫᴬֵአಅᨻԣጱ಄Ծ҅ᬮฎ
๕ྲۦےࣁၹ܄ᬰᤈಭᩒଚ឴ࢧಸ̶ԭᮎԶࣁᗦ
ࣁԧ׀᪁ጱኩ᧗Ոᘒ҅(�ᓋᦤԅٌيᕪࠟఽૡ֢
ᗦᬩ០մӱጱտ҅ᘒ໒ᕑᬡฎྲۦےၹ܄׀ಭ
ᩒᑏ࿆ᶱፓጱਹ᯾ࠔӞݶᗦํٍ(�ᕅጱਹ̶�

ԅՋԍೠ໒ᕑᬡҘ�������
໒ᕑᬡݩᑍŉḕාԏછŊ҅ฎྲۦےၹ๋܄ԅቺኄጱก
ቐԏӞ̶໒ᕑᬡሾहսᗦ҅ํӿညጱᅾଃᵨᩒრ҅
य़ᰁौᥡጱᅀӮኴݷጱၹᄅ̶໒ᕑᬡฎوྲۦے
۱ݑᚆՁ࿆ل໒ᕑᬡ̶ਹᕟᕢ౮ާྲۦےӳ֛ݶ
ೡӾٖࣁጱقቖ���ӻਹጱعᓋᤈńńᬯฎྲۦے
ၹࠔ܄ӞӞӻํྌᔄս۠ጱਹ̶�

“加勒比海岛国地区投资移民项目中
的房地产投资方式起价20万美元
相较于捐款方式更具有吸引力 ”
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໒ᕑᬡԞฎӞӻݶᗦํٍᕅىᔮጱਹٌ҅ํ࿆ل
ᩒ໒ኩ᧗ᶋᑏ࿆(�ᓋᦤ̶ኩ᧗Ոᵱࣁᗦᬰᤈ᯿य़ಭᩒ҅
ᖌ೮մӱᬩ០ଚۘێᕪ០զᏟٌכ౮̶ۑ�

໒ᕑᬡጱಭᩒᑏ࿆ᶱፓኩ᧗کਭಢᚆड़ࣁԲӻ์ٖਠ
౮҅ଙἻӧ᩻ᬦ��ጱৼঀݢᤩᕑفኩ᧗ᤈ҅ڜৼঀ෫
ᵱԅقᘳኞ҅ᬯฎྲۦےၹ܄ࠔٖࢱӞဌํྌᥝ
ጱᶱፓ̶Ԇኩ᧗ՈଙἻ᩻ᬦ��ޮጱᆿྮᐙᆿྮԞݢᤩ
ᕑفኩ᧗҅෫ᵱᦤก՜ժࣁᕪၧӤׁᩢԭԆኩ᧗Ո̶໒
ᕑᬡ๋ᬪᬮਯԆኩ᧗Ո�ᯈ؍ጱ๚෫ৼঀسথট
Ԟ֢ݢԅᴫંኩ᧗Ոفےኩ᧗̶�

ᥝӨಭᩒೠ��������
໒ᕑᬡಭᩒᑏ࿆ᶱፓᥝኩ᧗Ոᬰᤈಭᩒզݐ࿆ل
ղ̶ኩ᧗Ոٌ݊ਹꁿ౮ާ᮷տکݑጱӸ໒ਭ໐̶ԅԧ
ჿ᪃឴࿆لݐղጱᥝ҅Ԇኩ᧗Ոᵱଙჿ��҅᭗ᬦਭ
ັଚೠզӥӷᐿಭᩒ᭔ஆԏӞғݻ໒ᕑᬡਹࣳच
ᰂҁ1DWLRQDO� 7UDQVIRUPDWLRQ� )XQG҅17)҂ഓྃ��ӡᗦ
��Ծୌᦡᶱፓಭᩒ๋ጱ಄ٵಢմӱಢ឴ݻҔز
ӡᗦ̶ز�

ಭᩒጱ಄Ծᵱᖌ೮ᛗԲଙ҅ԭӞ֖Ԇኩ᧗Ոᬳଃӣ
ਧኩ᧗ᩇٌ҅՜ࢴጱزᬮᵱᗈᕑ�ӡᗦ҅٭ኩ᧗Ոጱఘۅ֖
ჿ᪃Բଙᖌࣁጱኩ᧗ᩇ̶زኩ᧗ՈᵱྯՈᵱඪ՞���ӡᗦۅ
೮๗҅ݸᧆԾݢզࠓڊᕳෛጱᶱፓኩ᧗Ո̶Ԇኩ᧗Ո݊��
ޮզӤጱᴫંኩ᧗Ոጱੱᘳ᧣ັᩇአԅ����ᗦ҅زፘଫ
ጱኩ᧗ᩇԅ����ᗦ҅ز��݊զӥᴫંኩ᧗Ոጱኩ᧗
ᩇԅ����ᗦ̶ز�

Ԇኩ᧗Ոᴫંኩ᧗Ոᶳ෫ᇨᗜᦕ୯Ӭ̶଼֛؋ᝑኩ
᧗Ո้ํᬦኩ᧗Ө໒ᕑᬡํعᓋᤈᕅਧጱਹᓋᦤ
ᤩᓋᕪܲ҅ڞտᤩᦊਧԅٍํᄟࣁਹਞᷚقᴾ̵ݷ
ᷚᴾᵱᬰᤈᇨᗜ᧣ັ҅ᘒӧᚆ឴࿆لղ̶ᝑኩ᧗
�ා᭓Իጱ���ॠٖਠ౮ਭಢ̶ࣁ໒҅໒ᕑᬡಥ᧚ݳ

Grenada is also a treaty country with the U.S. that allows 
citizens to be eligible to apply for the non-immigrant E-2 visa. 
This is on the basis that they will be making a substantial 
investment in a U.S. business, will maintain the business and 
endeavor for it to be successful. 

Applications are processed in under five months and children 
up to age 30 may be included in the application without the 
need to be enrolled in full-time education — the only Caribbean 
CBI without such a requirement. Parents and Grandparents 
over 55 may also be included in the application and do not 
need to demonstrate that they are financially dependent on the 
principal applicant. Grenada has also recently announced that 
siblings of the main applicant and/or spouse can be included 
on the application as a dependent, on the condition that they 
are not married and do not have any children.  

REQUIREMENTS/INVESTMENT OPTIONS      
The Grenada citizenship-by-investment program requires 
an applicant to make a financial investment in return 
for citizenship. The applicant and his/her family are 
subject to strict government due-diligence checks. To 
qualify for citizenship, the main applicant must be over 
18 years of age, meet the due-diligence requirements 
and select one of the following two investment options: a 
$150,000 non-refundable donation to Grenada’s National 
Transformation Fund; or a $220,000 minimum purchase 
of an approved business or property from an approved 
government real estate project. 

The property must be retained for a minimum of five years. 
There is an additional flat government fee of $50,000 
for the main applicant and up to three dependents. Any 
additional dependents will be $25,000 each. The property 
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can also be sold on to secondary eligible citizenship 
applicants after the five year holding period. Due-diligence 
fees are $5,000 for the main applicant and his/her 
dependents 17 and older. Government application fees 
are $3,000 for the main applicant and dependents 17 and 
above, and $2,000 for those 16 and younger. 

The main applicant and their dependents must have clean 
personal backgrounds and excellent health. An applicant 
will be denied citizenship if he/she has been denied a 
visa to a country that has a visa-free travel arrangement 
with Grenada, is identified as a potential national security 
risk, has a reputational risk, or is subject to a criminal 
investigation. The government is committed to approve 
citizenship applications within 180 days of submission, 
assuming the application has no areas of concern. 

E-2 OPPORTUNITY      
Citizens of Grenada are eligible to apply for a non-immigrant 
E-2 visa to the U.S. However, it is important that applicants 
realize their application will be strengthened if create a nexus 
with Grenada. If the intention is to apply to the U.S. under 
this category, it is advisable that they opt for the purchase of 
eligible real estate to demonstrate their ties.  

(�ಭᩒ���������
໒ᕑᬡํ࿆لᩒ໒ኩ᧗ᗦ(�ᶋᑏ࿆ᓋᦤ̶ᆐᘒ҅ኩ᧗
Ոᵱᥝဳ҅ইຎ՜ժᚆड़ڠ᭜ݶ໒ᕑᬡጱᔲੂᘶᔮ҅
ฎ឴ࢶইຎኩ᧗Ոጱ๋ᕣ̶ےԞտीێኩ᧗ጱ᧔๐ڞ
(�ᓋᦤ҅ᮎԍୌᦓኩ᧗Ոೠࣁ໒ᕑᬡᨻԣ಄Ծᬰᤈل
࿆ኩ᧗҅զᦤก՜ժݶ໒ᕑᬡጱᘶᔮ̶�

CHRISTOPHER WILLIS

Christopher Willis is the managing director of Latitude, 
a consultancy firm, and is responsible for operations in 
the Americas and Caribbean. He has been involved in the 
immigration industry since 1995 and is a member of the 
Immigration Consultants of Canada Regulatory Council, the 
Canadian Association of Professional Immigration Consultants 
and the Investment Migration Council. He regularly meets with 
governments to advise on their immigration policies. He has 
been educated in the United Kingdom and Canada, and has 
owned and managed immigration firms in London, Montreal and 
the Caribbean.  

&KULVWRSKHU� :LOOLVձᶶᳯݪل/DWLWXGHᓕቘፊ҅ᨮᨱࣁݪلᗦၖ
��ጱᬩ០̶՜ᛔ܄ၹྲۦے��ଙ᩸ಭԭᑏ࿆ᤈӱ҅ፓڹձے೭य़
ᑏ࿆ᶶᳯፊᓕާտ౮ާ̵ے೭य़ӫӱᑏ࿆ᶶᳯܐտ౮ާಭᩒቘԪտ
౮ާ̶՜᷇ᔺളፘىՈާ҅੪ᑏ࿆ᒽ׀ୌᦓ̶՜้ࣁ
᮷ํଚᓕቘ፳ᑏ܄ၹྲۦےਫ਼ڥևශ̵᠃ᇙࣁරᙙ҅ݑ೭य़ളے
�̶ݪل࿆
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